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Päua is found in rock pools and shallow water 
around the rocky coast of New Zealand below the 
low-tide mark. Related to the snail, it has a hard shell 
to protect itself and a foot to clamp itself onto rocks. 
It grows up to 12 cm long and its shape helps it 
cling to flat surfaces on rocks. Päua have gills to get 
oxygen out of the water which it expels through the 
holes in its shell. Päua mostly move about at dawn 
and dusk to find pieces of drifting seaweed to eat. 
It ripples and contracts its muscular foot to move 
about. 

Päua releases eggs into the sea through the line of 
holes in its shell. The eggs don’t travel far and are 
a favourite food for fish. Päua are predated on by 
shrimp, starfish, and rock lobster. 

Many New Zealanders enjoy harvesting and eating 
the meaty foot of päua and it is valuable overseas 
as well. This has put increased fishing pressure on 
päua. Päua is a quota species which means that you 
are not allowed to fish päua commercially unless you 
have a quota license. People without a quota can 
take only up to 10 päua at a time and they must be 
125 cm or larger. You are not allowed to scuba dive 
for päua. 

Marine reserves provide an opportunity for päua 
to reseed itself without the threat of harvesting by 
people and can replenish stock in neighbouring 
areas outside marine reserves. In the 10 years after 
Kapiti Marine Reserve was established, the numbers 
of päua increased, particularly to the east of the 
island. 

Other resources

CD: NZ’s Coastal Creatures 

New Zealand Geographic magazine #39 July–Sept 
’98 Passionate about Päua

www.fish.govt.nz > recreational > päua > rules.html

www.forestandbird.org.nz > bestfishguide > species 
> päua

Päua 
Haliotis iris
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